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Hindu (pronunciation (help Â· info)) refers to any person who regards themselves as culturally, ethnically, or
religiously adhering to aspects of Hinduism. It has historically been used as a geographical, cultural, and later
religious identifier for people indigenous to the Indian subcontinent.. The historical meaning of the term Hindu
has evolved with time.
Hindu - Wikipedia
Hindu philosophy refers to a group of darÅ›anas (philosophies, world views, teachings) that emerged in
ancient India.These include six systems (á¹£aá¸•darÅ›ana) â€“ Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisheshika,
Mimamsa and Vedanta.These are also called the Astika (orthodox) philosophical traditions and are those that
accept the Vedas as authoritative, important source of knowledge.
Hindu philosophy - Wikipedia
Dogra, Thanks for the link. The first thing I looked at is the references used in the paper. All but one reference
is from Western authors, as if the Westerners have a better eye in interpreting the Vedas.
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